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SURGING OF FISHER GLACIER , EASTERN ANTARCTICA: 
EVIDENCE FROM GEOMORPHOLOGY 

By PETER WELLMAN 

(Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics, Canberra, A.C. T. 260 I, Australia) 

ABSTRACT. A stud y of the geomorphology of the Prince Charles Mountains us ing colour vertical a ir 
pho togra phs shows well -preserved old moraines throughout much of the outcrop area. Along Fisher Glacier, 
lower Lambert Glacier and the Amery Ice Shelf, within the al titude range 50-2 000 m , the o ld moraines show that 
the ice level had risen 150-200 m above the present level at least three times. Old moraines elsewhere show that 
no ne of the other glac iers had ri sen significantly in their upper parts ; the rise of their lower parts was caused by the 
rise of lower Lam bert Glacier and the Amery Ice Shelf. The cha nges in ice level are unlikely to be due to c limatic 
c ha nge because thi s would not repeated ly a fTect only one glac ier draining central Antarctica. It is thought that the 
cha nges in ice level a re caused by repeated surges of Fisher Glacier. 

RESUME. Crue du Fisher Glacier, ESI A l1larclique; preuves geomorphologiques. Une etude des Prince Charles 
Mo unta ins par photographies aeriennes vertica les en couleur montre une vieille mora ine bien conservee a travers 
la plus grande part de la zone externe du massif. Le long du Fisher Glacier, dans le bas du Lambert Glacier et de 
I' Amery Ice Shelf, dans la gamme d'altitude de 50 it 2000 m les vieilles moraines prouvent que la glace s'es t elevee 
de 150 it 200 m au-dessus de son niveau actuel it trois reprises a u moins. Ailleurs les vieilles moraines montrent 
qu'aucun des autres glaciers n'ont eu de crues s ignificatives dans leu rs parties hautes ; le gonflement de leur partie 
infe ri cure a ete cause par ce lu i de la partie inferieure du Lambert Glacier et de rAmery Ice Shelf. Les var iat ions 
dans le ni veau de la glace ne sont pas pro bablement dues it des va ri a ti ons climatiques pa rce qu 'elles n'auraient pas 
afTecte repetiti ve men t seulement un seul des glaciers drainant l'Antarctique central. On pense que ces variations de 
nivea u de glace sont entralnees par des crues re pe tees du Fisher Glacier. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Ausbriiche des Fisher Glacier, OSI-A nlarklis; geomorphologische Anzeichen. Eine 
geomo rphologische Untersuchung der Prince C harles Mountains a nhand vo n farbigen Senkrechtaufnahmen zeigt 
wo hlerhaltene alte Moriinen in einem Grossteil des Vorlandes. Liings des Fisher Glacier, des unteren Lambert 
G lacie r und des Amery Ice Shelf, im Hohenbereich von 50-2000 m , zeigen die alten Moranen, dass die Eishohe 
mindes tens dre ima l 150- 200 m uber das heutige Niveau angestiegen war. Sonsti ge alte Moranen schliessen ein 
sig nifik antes Ansteigen der anderen G lctscher in ihren oberen Teilen aus; der Anstieg ihrer unteren Teile is! auf 
den An stieg des unteren Lambert Glacier und des Amery Ice Shelf zuruckzufUhren. Die Yeranderungen der 
Eisho he beruhen verlllutlic h nicht auf Klim aschwankungen. weil so lche nicht nur einen der Abflussgletscher der 
Innerantarktis wiederho lt beeinflusst hatten . Es ist vielmehr anzunehlll en. dass die Eisho henschwankungen durch 
wiedcrholte Ausbruche des Fisher Glac ier verursacht sind. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the major problems in understanding the dynamics of the Antarctic ice sheet is to 
determine whether the flow is steady or fluctuates with a period of thousands of years. Over 
much o f Antarctica the net ice-accumulation rate is greater than the flow rate to the sea (Allison, 
1979), suggesting that the ice thickness is slowly increasing at present, and that the flow is not 
steady but may surge periodically. 

In thi s context the Lambert Glacier and Amery lee Shelf drainage system is important; it 
drains the central part of the east Antarctic ice sheet, and it is the fourth largest drainage system 
in Antarctica (F ig. I). 

Suggestions that Lambert Glacier could surge periodically come from two sources: from 
consideration of the flux rate and surface slope of Lambert Glacier (Budd and McInnes, 
le 19781), and from consideration of detailed glaciological measurements, which show that the 
present flow out of the Lambert Glacier basin is about one-half the average accumulation rate 
within the basin (Allison, 1979). As yet, however, there is no published geomorphological 
evidence for surging of any Antarctic glaciers. 

The ice surface of lower Lambert Glacier and the Amery lee Shelf ranges from 50 to 300 m 
above sea-level, and is about 2000 m below the surface of the surrounding ice sheet. In this 
rel a tive depression, numerous bedrock nunataks are exposed from the coastline to 500 km 
inland; these nunataks form the Prince Charles Mountains. I have recently made a study of the 
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Fig. I. Antarctica, showing ice-surface contours (solid lines), and the exent of the catchment oflower Lambert Glacier 
(dashed line). The box shows the location of Figure 2. 

nunataks using colour vertical air photographs at 1 : 60000 scale, flown between 1971 and 1974 
by the Commonwealth of Australia's Division of National Mapping. 

GEOMORPHOLOGY 

The regional geomorphology of the Prince Charles Mountains area was described by Trail 
(1964), the landforms of a more important nunatak, Mount Menzies, by Derbyshire and 
Peterson (1978), and the weathering and mineralogy of the moraines by Bardin (in press). 
Bedrock geology was described by Tingey (in press). 

Trail (1964) recognized marginal moraines 50 m above the present ice level and he attributed 
them to fluctuations of the present ice-drainage system. Tingey and England (unpublished) and 
Tingey (1974), from the presence of vertical cliffs and the retention of a soft clay fraction in a 
high moraine, inferred that at Mount Stinear the Lambert Glacier surface has recently dropped 
800m. 

The relief of rock above the general ice level ranges from about 1 000 m along the axis of 
lower Lambert Glacier to zero at about 2 000 m altitude on the plateau. Rock above the general 
ice level is usually less well exposed at higher altitudes, because it is increasingly draped by ice 
and snow. 

The relative ages of rock surfaces, screes, and moraines have been primarily determined by 
the principle of superposition at places where an upper formation covers part of a lower 
formation. These relative ages have been roughly correlated throughout the area by assuming the 
same age for similar rocks with the same amount of weathering and ice wedging. 

The relative age of the surface of exposed, glaciated solid rock can be roughly determined by 
the amount of non-glacial modification-by the extent of covering screes where the surface is 
steep, and by the depth of differential wind erosion in flat exposed areas. 

The relative ages of the surface of surficial deposits such as moraine and scree can be 
determined by surface appearance and colour. On air photographs, young moraines generally 
have the texture of fine sandpaper-this is due to large boulders that project above the general 
surface. On a larger scale, either the surface is smooth, except for rare sinuous depositional 
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ridges, or it consists of a thermokarst topography (of large closed depressions) which has quickly 
replaced the smooth initial surface, by the melting of underlying dead ice (Derbyshire and 
Peterson , 1978). On old moraines these surface features are partly or completely destroyed by 
the action of ice wedges ; these initially flatten the surface and later form patterned ground-a 
polygonal pattern of raised mounds up to 10 m in diameter and 3 m in height (Trail, 1964). 
Commonly, the moraine is black when fresh, and becomes grey and then red as weathering 
increases with time. The same colour changes and development of patterned ground also take 
place on scree and so can be used to estimate relative ages of the upper surface of screes. 

In areas where moraine is at present being deposited there are commonly remnants of higher 
and older parallel moraines, which are thought to have been deposited by higher ice with about 
the same flow pattern as today. The upper moraine limit is usually well defined; it often consists 
of a line of exceptionally large boulders or a low symmetrical ridge several metres high. Between 
the upper limit and the present ice level, the moraine in cross-section appears to be nearly 
uniform in thickness. At places where the moraine is thin it can usually be seen to rest on 
unmodified older, strongly patterned ground (Wilson, 1978). At the down-stream end of 
nunataks, thin moraine often rests on glaciated bedrock with a surface of the same age as the 
moraine. Generally the moraine is too thick to see through. 

H EIGHT OF OLD MORAINES 

The term " moraine height" is used here for the height of the top of the old moraine above the 
top of the present -day marginal moraine. 

The relation between ice-surface altitude and moraine height is shown in plan in Figure 2 and 
in cross-section in Figure 3. Moraine heights were obtained from air photographs by parallax
bar measurements ; they have an uncertainty of 10%. Ice-surface altitudes south of lat. 72° S. are 
from Morgan and Budd (1975), in the northern outcrop area from unpublished barometric 
traverses using helicopter transport, and elsewhere from published 1 : I 000000 maps. 

Most of the old moraines are thought to be of the same age, because their surface has the 
same geomorphic age and because most of the moraine heights conform to a regular pattern. 
The other old moraines are considerably older. 

In the northern Prince Charles Mountains along the east-flowing Scylla and Charybdis 
Glaciers (cross-sections A - A' and B - B' of Figure 3), the moraine heights generally increase 
systematically down-stream , from zero at 1 500 m glacier altitude to an observed maximum of 
about 100 m at 500 m glacier altitude. Hence moraine height changes by about - 0.1 m for every 
metre change in glacier altitude. West of Mount Meredith and near Shaw Massif (cross-sections 
C - C' and D - D/), some old moraine heights have a similar trend but some are anomalously 
low. For Fisher Glacier (cross-section E - E'), the moraine height is constant at approximately 
200 m, from 2000 m to 600 m glacier altitude. At nunataks adjacent to lower Lambert Glacier 
(cross-section F - F/) , moraine heights are roughly constant at about 200 m, the altitude of the 
adjacent glacier ice ranging from 600 to 50 m. 

The centre of lower Lambert Glacier and the Amery Ice Shelf are slightly lower than the 
edge adjacent to the nunataks (Fig. 2). In order to estimate the former ice level of the centre of 
lower Lambert Glacier and the Amery Ice Shelf, the moraine-height data are extrapolated using 
the - 0.1 m per m relation derived above. These estimates are shown as asterisks in the Figure 3 
cross-sections. They give an ice level of 200 ± 20 m above present level for the centre of lower 
Lambert Glacier from lat. 73° to 71 ° S., and about 150 m for the centre of the Amery Ice Shelf 
at lat. 70° S. 

No old moraine was recognized on the nunataks between Melior Glacier and upper Lambert 
Glacier, although suitable sites exist for presentation of old moraines, and new moraines are 
widespread. Along Mawson Escarpment old moraines are weakly developed. 
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Fig. 2. Prince Charles Mountains. COlllours give the ice-SUI/ ace al/itude in me/res . S/ippled areas are presell/ -da)' alld 
old moraines. Thick lines and /lumbers give (he ex/elll of old moraines alld /he "moraine heigll/ " ill me/res . 'fllle 
number is underlined the moraine is excep/ionally old. The posi/ions of Figure J cross-sec/ions are sholl'lI . 

In the Fisher Glacier area, old moraines of three distinct ages are recognized at Mount 
Menzies and Mount Ruker Oat. 73° 37' S., long. 64° 20' E.), and of two distinct ages at Mount 
Rubin (lat. 73° 30' S., long. 65° 40' E.), and possibly at Mount Scherger Oat. 73° 15' S., long. 
62° 50' E.). The older moraines are 20-50% higher and of much larger volume than the latest 
moraine. At Mount Menzies and Mount Ruker, the three moraines are well separated in time, the 
youngest having minor surface weathering and slight or no development of patterned ground, 
and the oldest being strongly weathered and having depositional features and patterned ground 
equally prominent. A rise in glacier level and deposition of a moraine would largely destroy 
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Fig. 3. Sec/iolls along glaciers, Their localions are g iven in Figure 2, The varia/ion ill al/ilude of /he glacier sUI/ace is 
gil'ell by solid lines beHveen observed I'alues, Moraine-heigh/ measuremenlS above glacier surface are given by 
dashes and crosses; /he dOlled line gil'es /he mean heig/1/ rela/ion ignoring /he excep/ionally small moraine 
heigh/s lI'es / of MoulI/ M eredi/h and Fisher Massif on cross-sec/ion C - C, Slars shoh' /he calculaled /heore/ical 
moraille heig/I/ , i,e, /h e fo rmer max imum ice-suI/ace al/ilude, a/ /he cell/re of /he Amery Ice Shelf and 10 IVer 
Lall/ben Glacier. 

evidence for earlier smaller rises, so it seems likely that there have been unrecorded slightly 
smaller rises, and the total number of rises is greater than three. In the northern Prince Charles 
Mountains, moraines of two distinct ages are poorly developed at Mount Lanyon Oat. 71 ° 15' S. , 
long. 67° 10' E.) and Mount Trott Oat. 70° 45' S., long. 66° 20' E.). 

Moraines along the margin of Fisher Glacier and lower Lambert Glacier differ from 
moraines along Scylla Glacier and Charybdis Glacier. Fisher Glacier and lower Lambert Glacier 
moraines thinly cover the lower part of patterned and un patterned screes, thinly cover older 
patterned ground, form thick deposits on some areas of flat ground, and at the down-stream end 
of some large nunataks they often rest on irregularly sculptured unweathered bedrock. This 
bedrock contains rare closed depressions with a base 100 m below the level of adjacent solid 
rock and nearby glacier ; these depressions contain only minor moraine. Along Scylla Glacier 
and Charybdis Glacier, the youngest of the old moraines thinly covers unpatterned scree, but on 
patterned ground the moraine often appears to be a thick composite of several moraines with a 
similar height; the outer moraine is thin and relatively unweathered, and the inner moraine(s) is 
thick and strongly patterned. 

CLIMATIC CHANGES OR SURGES 

The glaciers draining into Lambert Glacier have catchments remote from the ocean, so any 
temporary increase in accumulation rate is likely to affect the catchment of several glaciers of the 
drainage system and result in simultaneous higher ice-sheet and glacier levels in these adjacent 
catchments. It is unlikely that there will be repeated increases in accumulation rate in one 
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catchment area which do not affect adjacent similar catchments. However, if the accumulation 
rate is constant, then ice-sheet and glacier levels would remain constant in most catchments but 
would repeatedly rise and fall in periodically surging catchments. There is good evidence for no 
change in ice level at 2 000 m in the area of upper Scylla Glacier and Charybdis Glacier, poorer 
evidence for no change above 1 200 m on upper Lambert Glacier, and at ] 000 m east of 
Mawson Escarpment, and very strong evidence for at least three changes of 200 m at 2000 m 
altitude on Fisher Glacier and Geysen Glacier. This observed pattern is not consistent with 
changes in accumulation rate but is perfectly consistent with periodic surges of one catchment. 

It is inferred that all the old moraines are caused by repeated surging of Fisher Glacier, or 
possibly simultaneous repeated surging of Fisher Glacier and Geysen Glacier. The surges would 
raise the level of lower Lambert Glacier and the Amery Ice Shelf, which in turn would raise the 
level of the lower part of the other glaciers. During a surge, Fisher Glacier and lower Lambert 
Glacier would have very high velocities; this would explain the difference between their moraines 
and moraines elsewhere, as described above. 
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